Industries Strongest & Safest

CLEANING PRODUCTS

toilet washdown

all purpose cleaner

urinal cleaner

delimer

truck wash

graffix/quickfix

enviro bac 2

pathfinder solution

Keep your restrooms looking clean
and sharp with Safe-T-Fresh’s Toilet
Washdown. Available in multiple
fragrances for long-lasting freshness
that your customers will enjoy.

Make quick work of grease and grime in
those hard to reach places with
Safe-T-Fresh’s All Purpose Cleaner.
Perfect for the job site or in the yard,
this heavy-duty cleaner does it all.

Safe-T-Fresh’s Urinal Cleaner’s highpowered formula cleans off grease,
adhesives, carbon based soils, and
masonry. Safe to use on metal,
painted metal, and plastic.

Contains phosphoric acid to dissolve
scum and hard water stains. Also
cleans and deodorizes urinals, shower
stalls and bathroom surfaces. Will
remove most mildew stains.

Satellite knows how important making
a good impression is and that it all
starts with curb appeal. That is why
our heavy-duty Truck Wash removes
road film, grease and deposits. Keep
your trucks and trailers looking like
new with Satellite’s Truck Wash.

GRAFFIX and QuickFix are
environmentally safe liquid gels used
to remove unwanted graffiti from
HDPE, wood, brick, stone or metal.
Does not contain MEK or other
harsh, flammable chemicals. Gel is
formulated to adhere to vertical
surfaces without running.

Enviro Bac 2 is a hospital grade,
EPA registered disinfectant that
sanitzes hard to reach spots
neutralizing bateria and stopping
mold from growing. It leaves a clear
film that protects against graffiti and
spider inhabitation.

The Pathfinder Solution is a great
alternative to disinfectants that may
not meet your needs. Designed as
a sanitizing agent the Pathfinder
Solution leaves restrooms looking
clean and smelling fresh without
breaking the bank.

available sizes

available sizes

available sizes

available sizes

available fragrances
(toilet washdown)

Hot Cinnamon

Razzle Berry

Bubble Gum

Mulberry

Fresh & CLean

Lavender

Lemon

Coconut Cream

available sizes

(toilet washdown, all purpouse cleaner, urinal cleaner, delimer)

Cherry
32 oz

1 gal

6 gal

55 gal
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275 gal

1 gal

6 gal

55 gal

275 gal

32 oz 1 gal 6 gal

55 gal

275 gal

(only graffix)

5 gal

55 gal

6 gal

55 gal

18

